The synaptonemal complex (SC) is a meiosis-specific nuclear multiprotein complex that is 35 essential for proper synapsis, recombination and segregation of homologous chromosomes. We 36 combined structured illumination microscopy (SIM) with different ExM protocols including U-37
Imaging technologies are central platforms that drive fundamental research in virtually all 65 disciplines across the biological and medical sciences. However, the diffraction barrier of 66 classical fluorescence microscopy has hindered obtaining high-resolution information about the 67 molecular architecture of protein assemblies and their interrelations. So far, only electron 68 microscopy (EM) techniques provided a spatial resolution enabling the investigation of the 69 molecular composition and structure of multiprotein complexes 1 . Super-resolution microscopy 70 methods now can provide spatial resolution that is well below the diffraction limit of light 71 microscopy approaching virtually molecular resolution 2,3 . Physical expansion of the cellular 72 structure of interest represents an alternative approach to bypass the diffraction limit and 73 enables super-resolution imaging on standard fluorescence microscopes. For this purpose, 74 expansion microscopy (ExM) has been developed and successfully applied to visualize cellular 75 structures with ~ 70 nm lateral resolution by confocal laser scanning microscopy 4 . 76
The original ExM protocol used functionalized antibody-oligonucleotide conjugates that bind to 77 target proteins and cross-link covalently into a swellable hydrogel during polymerization. After 78 degradation of native proteins by enzymatic proteolysis, the sample expands ~4.5-fold in water 4 . 79
To circumvent fluorophore loss during polymerization and protease digestion alternative ExM 80 protocols have been introduced enabling imaging of proteins, RNA, and bacteria in cultured 81 cells, neurons, and tissues also in combination with super-resolution microscopy 5-11 . For 82 example, protein-retention ExM (ProExM) 6 and magnified analysis of the proteome (MAP) 7 have 83 been developed that cross-link proteins themselves into the polymer matrix. Replacing protein 84 digestion by heat and chemical induced denaturation allows post-expansion immunolabeling of 85 chemically embedded proteins. To further increase the achievable resolution, the expansion 86 factor has been increased up to 20-fold 12, 13 . However, such high expansion factors dramatically 87 reduce the labeling density and consequently also the achievable structural resolution and 88 require ultimately single-molecule sensitive imaging methods to visualize such extremely diluted 89 fluorescence signals. Furthermore, some doubts remained concerning uniform three-90 dimensional (3D) expansion and preservation of ultrastructural details especially of multiprotein 91 complexes. Very recently, it has been shown that various expansion protocols do not completely 92 preserve the 3D molecular architecture of centrioles. Only by careful optimization of the 93 expansion protocol ultrastructural details of centrioles could be truthfully preserved by U-ExM 14 . 94
In the present study, we tested the suitability of different ExM protocols for investigation of the 95 molecular architecture of mammalian synaptonemal complexes (SCs) by structured illumination 96 microscopy (SIM). With EM [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and single-molecule localization microscopy 20 data available generation of genetically diverse haploid gametes, the prerequisite for sexual 135 reproduction 24, 25 . The SC exhibits an evolutionarily conserved ladder-like organization composed 136 of two lateral elements (to which the chromatin of homologous chromosomes is associated) and 137 a central region. The central region is formed by a central element running between the lateral 138 elements, and numerous transverse filaments connecting the lateral elements and the central 139 element (Fig. 1) . Early EM 3D reconstructions show the ribbon-like lateral elements (LEs) of the 140 SC spanning across the nucleus while turning around the own axis 18 . In mammals, eight SC 141 protein components have been identified so far: the proteins SYCP2 and SYCP3 of the lateral 142 elements, SYCP1 of transverse filaments and the proteins SYCE1, SYCE2, SYCE3, TEX12 and 143 SIX6OS1 of the central element 24, 25 . The assembly of the SC proteins into an elaborate 144 molecular architecture is hereby tightly coordinated with essential meiotic processes and 145 therefore conserved across species 20-25 . Consequently, localization maps of SC proteins are 146 required to unravel the function of the molecular architecture of the SC in synapsis and 147 recombination and thereby the overall success of meiosis. 148
In order to elucidate the precise molecular architecture of the SC, nanoscale resolution provided 149 by either EM or super-resolution microscopy is required. Using immunolabeling and super-150 resolution microscopy by dSTORM the position of different proteins of the SC on nuclear 151 spreadings have been visualized with approximately 20-30 nm lateral resolution. The images 152 revealed that the lateral element protein SYCP3 shows a bimodal distribution separated by 153 221.6 ± 6.1 nm (SD) (Fig. 2) 20 . This value is in accordance with distances measured between 154 the centers of the two ribbons of parallel oriented lateral elements by EM 15-18 . With SC protein 155 distribution data available, structure preservation and uniform expansion of different ExM 156 protocols can now be efficiently evaluated. 157
We started with immunolabeling of SYCP3, the N-termini of SYCP1 (SYCP1N), and SYCE3 as 158 proteins of the lateral element, the transverse filaments, and the central element of the SC, 159 respectively on nuclear spreadings using three different ExM protocols. To automatically and 160 objectively analyze the average position of fluorescently labeled SC proteins and determine 161 distances between bimodal distributed proteins from cross-sectional profiles, we developed 'Line 162
Profiler', an automated image processing software (https://line-163 profiler.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) 26 . Line Profiler uses several image-processing algorithms to 164 evaluate potential regions of interest. In a first step all structures in the SYCE3 channel are 165 reduced to lines with one pixel width by using a threshold and a skeletonize algorithm. The 166 resulting pixel-coordinates are sorted and fitted with a c-spline. This gives an analytical 167 description of the orientation of SYCE3 and therefore a good approximation for the center (line 168 coordinates) and overall orientation of the helically arranged SYCP3 protein (2-channel mode) 169 Fig. 1 ). Note that it is also possible to determine the orientation with a gradient 170 image of the SYCP3 channel, if the SYCE3 channel cannot be evaluated (1-channel mode) 171 ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . 172
(Supplementary
To compute the distance between the SC strands, we applied a floodfill algorithm to the SYCP3 173 channel, leaving only areas embedded in closed shapes unequal to zero. In combination with a 174 distance transform, i.e. a computation of the distance of each point within the area to the nearest 175 point outside, the regions, where the helical structure of the SC is in plane (regions of maximal 176 distance between the strands) are revealed. All line coordinates outside of these areas were 177 discarded. A line profile is subsequently constructed for each remaining line coordinate 178 perpendicular to the derivative of the c-spline. For averaging, the line profiles are post aligned to 179 the center between their peaks. We determined the expansion factors of the different protocols 180 by comparing the distances between the maximum intensities of the two SYCP3 strands of 181 unexpanded and expanded SCs imaged by dSTORM and SIM, respectively ( Fig. 2) . SYCP3 182 bimodal protein distributions of unexpanded SCs imaged with dSTORM resulted in an average 183 strand distance of 222 nm ± 33 nm (SD) consistent with our previous dSTORM data 20 184 ( Supplementary Fig. 3) . 185 186
Optimization of SC expansion 187
We tested the pre-expansion labeling protocol proExM 6 , and the two post-expansion labeling 188 protocols MAP 7 and U-ExM 14 . Among the three ExM protocols tested MAP outperformed the 189 other protocols resulting in an average peak-to-peak distance of cross-sectional profiles of the 190 SYCP3 signals of 632 ± 73 nm (SD) determined using the 1-channel mode to analyze the cross- expanded SCs showed structural breaks indicating insufficient incorporation of proteins into the 196 gel matrix (Supplementary Fig. 4 ). U-ExM provided an expansion factor of ~ 2.4x using the channel mode method to analyze the cross-sectional profiles ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). On the 198 other hand, proExM provided the largest expansion factor of ~ 4.0x using the 1-channel mode 199 but pre-expansion labeling resulted in a lower labeling density due to irreversible fluorophore 200 destruction during free-radical polymerization (Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5) 4,6 . Although the 201 extent of irreversible fluorophore destruction during gelation varies across fluorophores 202 multicolor imaging with pre-expansion labeling protocols remains challenging. 203
Furthermore, our MAP-SIM data ( Fig. 3) show that the molecular architecture of the SCs is fully 204 using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Apart from denaturation, SDS also confers its negative 218 charge to the proteins 27,28 . As the DNA is negatively charged as well, crosslinked DNA and 219 proteins repel each other. We hypothesize that the repulsion between DNA and proteins 220 facilitates isotropic expansion of SCs when using the MAP protocol with stronger fixation 221 conditions. 222
Overall, MAP-SIM with an optimized gel composition enables isotropic ~ 2.9x expansion, 223 efficient transfer of proteins into the hydrogel and molecular structure preservation of SCs. In 224 combination with a two-fold resolution enhancement of SIM, MAP-SIM provides a similar spatial 225 resolution as dSTORM 20 but in addition a higher immunolabeling efficiency because of the 226 improved epitope accessibility of post-expansion protocols 14 . Therefore, we used our optimized 227 Fig. 6 ) in all following experiments to investigate details of 228 the molecular architecture of SCs. spermatocyte with detailed structural information of single chromosomes (Fig. 3) . 258
MAP-SIM approach (Supplementary

259
MAP-SIM reveals a complex network organization of the SC central region 260
MAP-SIM images of lateral views of the SC reveal the topology of the transverse filament protein 261 SYCP1 that is oriented perpendicularly to the lateral element protein SYCP3 and the central 262 element protein SYCE3. dSTORM and immunogold EM images showed a bimodal distribution of 263 the N-terminus of SYCP1 and SYCE3 in twisted areas of the SC 19,20 . EM tomography uncovered 264 a multilayered organization of the central element in insects 32, 33 . On the other hand, EM 265 tomography based 3D models of the murine SC recently revealed the absence of a layered 266 organization of the SC central region 34 . 267
Therefore, we next analyzed the signal distribution of the N-terminus of the transverse filament 268 protein SYCP1 by MAP-SIM of nuclear spreadings in more detail. In addition to analyzing the 269 distribution of proteins in frontal views, we also generated line profiles of SC proteins from lateral 270 views, i.e. twisted areas of the SYCP3 signal ( Fig. 4 and Supplementary Video 1) . In 271 agreement with EM tomographic data 34 , the signal distributions of the MAP-SIM imaged SYCP1 272 N-terminus and SYCE3 indicated a far more complex distribution of the central region proteins 273 than the bimodal distribution previously described by dSTORM and immunogold EM 19, 20 . 274
In traditional immunofluorescence and immuno-EM preparations, antibodies have to compete for 275 epitope accessibility of the densely packed central element. Free epitopes at the core of the 276 central elements are difficult to access for IgG antibodies with a size of 10-15 nm taken that 277 primary antibodies bound to the outer epitopes will shield more central epitopes. 
Molecular details of SC axes uncovered by MAP-SIM 288
One striking morphological feature of the lateral elements, which could not be visualized before 289 by light microscopy, is their occasional splitting into two or more sub lateral elements (subLEs). Again, the continuous signal distribution of MAP-SIM allowed us to close the existing gap 293 between light microscopy and EM and resolve the splitting of the two SYCP3 strands in murine 294 pachytene spermatocytes ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Video 2) . Spermatocytes contain 40 295 chromosomes that synapse as bivalents of homologous chromosomes along the synaptonemal 296 complex in order to recombine. The fully synapsed bivalents hereby span the nuclear space with 297 the two pairs of telomeres residing at distant sides of the nuclear envelope. In the XY pair, synapsis is confined to the pseudo-autosomal region and is therefore incomplete. In autosomes, 299 MAP-SIM resolved a doubling of each of the SYCP3 strands (i.e. LEs) specifically, but not 300 exclusively, at the sites where the helical synaptonemal complex twists (lateral view of the SC) 301
and at the ends of the SYCP3 strands ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Video 2) . 302
With progression of prophase I, the degree of fraying at the end of the SYCP3 strands 303 increases. In our experiments, we observed a bifurcation of the SYCP3 ends in mid-pachynema 304 and a fraying of the ends into multiple strands in late pachynema/early diplonema ( Fig. 5 and  305 Supplementary Video 2). These observations are in agreement with EM findings of subLEs in 306 murine spreadings 38 . Here, a multistranded organization of the lateral elements that arrange into 307 two compact subLEs through interaction with the two sister chromatids has been proposed 37 . In 308 EM images of silver-stained spreadings of mouse SCs, both axes appeared double or 309 multistranded with a higher frequency of subLEs at unpaired regions 41 . Using MAP-SIM, we 310 resolved for the first time the reported fraying of the axes into SYCP3 positive fibrils by light 311 microscopy. In accordance with the conservation of the subLEs of the autosomes, also the 312 fraying of the XY axes is common in mammals 42, 43 . 313
In mid-pachynema, the homologs are fully synapsed along the SC. Here, doubling of lateral 314 elements is frequently observed and potentially related to the association with the two sister 315 chromatids of the homologs. In diplonema, desynapsis starts and SCs gradually disassemble. At 316 this stage, the lateral elements appear to disperse into individual SYCP3 fibrils. A strong degree 317 of fraying has also been observed in unpaired regions of the XY pair. In 2014, Syrjänen et al. 318 resolved the crystal structure of human SYCP3 44 . They showed that the tetrameric protein is 319 approximately 20 nm long and is organized in an antiparallel arrangement that exposes its N-320 terminal DNA binding sites at either end. Binding to stretches of DNA, SYCP3 self-assembles 321 into higher-order fibers that resemble the lateral elements in vitro. Based on doubling of the 322 lateral elements observed in EM, it has been speculated that SYCP3 might assemble into one 323 subLE per sister chromatid to prevent recombination between sister chromatids while 324 maintaining chromatin cohesion 45 . Detergent Solution (Tween-20, 28320, Sigma). 384
Murine spermatocyte cell spread preparation 385
Wildtype C57.6J/Bl6 mice were sacrificed using CO 2 , followed by cervical dislocation. Testes 386 were resected and seminiferous tubules extracted and immersed in PBS after decapsulation of 387 the testes. Next, nuclear spreadings were carried out as described by de Boer et al. 46 . Briefly, 388 seminiferous tubules were transferred to hypotonic buffer and incubated for 60 minutes. 389
Individual seminiferous tubules were transferred to sterile sucrose solution on a slide, disrupted 390 with forceps and cells flushed out by resuspension with a 10 µl pipette. In parallel, poly-lysine 391 slides were immersed in 1% formaldehyde, substituted with acrylamide in case of the MAP and 392 U-ExM protocol (30% AA, 4% FA in PBS for MAP and 1% AA, 0.7 % FA in PBS for U-ExM). 20 µl of the testes cells in sucrose were transferred to a drop of the formaldehyde solution collected 394 in a corner of the slide and spread evenly across the entire slide. Slides were incubated in a wet 395 chamber for 2 hours and dried overnight in a wet chamber left ajar. To ensure ease of handling, 396 nuclei were spread on round 18 mm coverslips (NO. 1.5H). 397
Antibodies 398
Guinea pig and rabbit anti-SYCP1 (N-terminal amino acids 1-124) 2 , guinea pig anti-SYCP3 (N-399 terminal amino acids 27-38) and rabbit anti-SYCE3 (full length protein) were generated by 400
Seqlab through immunizing the host with the respective peptides and affinity purified before use. 401 ThermoFisher. Supplementary Table 1 summarizes the immunolabeling used for the different 411 experiments. 412
Immunofluorescence of non-expanded SCs 413
Coverslips with fixated nuclear spreadings were washed with PBS. Unspecific epitopes were 414 blocked for 1 hour in 10 % NGS. Nuclear spreadings were incubated face down on 100 µl of the 415 primary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature in a humidified chamber. Spreadings were then 416 washed with PBS and blocked for 30 minutes in 10 % NGS before incubation with the secondary 417 antibody for 30 minutes at room temperature in a humidity chamber. For multi-color experiments, 418
immunostaining was performed sequentially, starting with the antibody raised in mouse. 419
Protein retention protocol (proExM) 420
Gel linker treatment. In order to cross-link amide groups into the polymeric hydrogel network, 421 samples were incubated in freshly prepared amine reactive AcX solution (0.1 mg/ml) in PBS. 422
Dessicated AcX stocks (10 mg/ml) stored as aliquots at -20°C were therefore resuspended in 10 423 µl anhydrous DMSO and diluted 1:100 in PBS (1x). Samples were then covered with 1 ml AcX 424 solution per coverslip and incubated at room temperature in a humidified chamber overnight.
Gel formation, Digestion and Expansion.
Hydrogel formation was carried out on a cell culture 426 plate lid covered with parafilm. The plate was placed on ice to provide a cooled and flat 427 hydrophobic gelation surface. 80 µl of pre-chilled (4°C) gelling solution (8.55 % SA, 2.5% AA, 428 0.15 % Bis-AA, 0.2 % APS, 0.2% TEMED, 11.7% NaCl, 1x PBS) were prepared from proExM 429
Monomer stock solution consisting of a mixture of acrylic copolymers and crosslinking agent 430 (8.55 % SA, 2.5% AA, 0.15 % Bis-AA, 11.7% NaCl, 1x PBS) that was supplemented with radical 431 polymerization initiator APS and accelertator TEMED right before use. The gel solution was 432 placed on parafilm and coverslips were put on top of the formed droplet with spread cells facing 433 down. After 5min incubation on ice, crosslinking polymerization was allowed to occur for 1.5 434 hours at 37°C in a humidified chamber. Then samples were treated with 8 U /ml Proteinase K in 435
Digestion Buffer (50 mM Tris pH (8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 % Triton X-100, 0.8 M guanidine HCl). 436
For expansion of the samples, hydrogels were washed several times in double-deionized water 437 until the maximum extent of swelling of the gels was reached. 438
Magnified analysis of the proteome (MAP) and ultrastructure expansion microscopy (U-439
ExM) protocol 440
Gel linker treatment. In the case of MAP and U-ExM expanded samples, spreads were 441 incubated in AA/FA solution (30% AA, 4% FA in PBS for MAP and 1% AA, 0.7 % FA in PBS for 442 U-ExM) for 4 hours at 37°C in a humidified chamber before proceeding with gelation of the 443
samples. 444
Gel formation, Denaturation and Expansion. Following AA/FA incubation, samples were washed 445 three times for 5 minutes each in PBS (1x). Then polymerization of hydrogels was performed as 446 described under 'ProExM protocol' using an optimized MAP Gel solution (7 % SA, 20 % AA, 447 0.05 % Bis-AA, 0.5% APS, 0.5% TEMED, 1x PBS) or U-ExM Gel solution (19% SA, 10% AA, 448 0.1% BIS-AA, 0.5% APS, 0.5% TEMED, 1x PBS). The MAP monomer solution composition was 449 altered compared to the original recipe 7 regarding the monomer to crosslinking agent ratio. After 450 polymerization hydrogels were carefully removed from the coverslips and transferred directly into 451 pre-heated (95°C) Denaturation buffer (200 mM SDS, 200mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 9.0) in 1.5 452 ml centrifuge tubes. Samples were then denaturated for 1 hour in a heating block incubator with 453 closed tube lids. For swelling of the sample, hydrogels were washed with excess volume of 454 double-deionized water that was exchanged several times until the maximum expansion level 455 was reached. 456
Post-expansion immunolabeling of MAP and U-ExM treated samples
For MAP and U-ExM treated samples immunostaining was performed post expansion. Fully 458 expanded gels were incubated in Blocking buffer (0.15% BSA in PBS) twice for 30 minutes 459 each. Gels shrink during this blocking step. Then primary antibodies were incubated sequentially 460 for 3 hours each at 37°C in a humidified chamber with two 20 minutes washing steps in Blocking 461 buffer following each antibody incubation step. Next a secondary antibodies mix was added 462 simultaneously for 3 hours at 37°C in a humidified chamber. Samples were then washed twice 463 for 30 minutes each with Washing Buffer (0.1 % Tween-20 in PBS) and once more overnight. Therefore, fluorescent marker stock suspension (0.1 µm, ~1.8 × 10 11 particles/mL, TetraSpeck 478
Microspheres, Thermo Fisher) was vortexed for ~1 minute and then diluted 1:1000 in PBS (1x) 479 and vortexed again briefly. Glasses were covered with the suspension for 30 minutes at room 480 temperature to let the fluorescent markers settle down. Then coverslips were washed with 481 double-deionized water, air-dried and thereupon used for hydrogel immobilization with Agarose. 482
Agarose embedding. Expanded samples were cut into ~1.5 x 1.5 cm pieces using a razor blade 483 and excess water was removed carefully from the gels with laboratory wipes. Gels were then 484 transferred onto Poly-Lysine coated coverslips. To further avoid drifting of the sample during 485 long-term image acquisition gels were additionally embedded in 1 % (w/v) Agarose in water. 486
Therefor a second uncoated round 18 mm-coverslip was placed on top of the cut hydrogel and 487 melted Agarose (~40°C) was carefully applied around the sides of the hydrogel using a pipette. 488
Care was taken to avoid Agarose from flowing below the hydrogel. The agarose gel was 489 subsequently hardened at 4°C for ~10 minutes and the upper coverslip was removed carefully. 490
Double deionized water was then added on the hydrogel to prevent dehydration during imaging.
Imaging 492
Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) imaging. SIM imaging was performed using a Zeiss 493 Elyra S.1 SIM imaging system consisting of an inverse Axio Observer. Z1 microscope equipped 494 with a C-APOCHROMAT 63x (NA 1.2) water-immersion objective and four different excitation 495 lasers (405 nm diode, 488 nm OPSL, 561 nm OPSL and 642 nm diode laser). Three-496 dimensional SIM imaging of the expanded sample was recorded on a PCO edge sCMOS 497 (scientific complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) camera with 0.110 µm z steps adjusted 498 by an inserted Z-Piezo stage. Three rotations of the grid pattern were projected on the image 499 plane for each acquired channel. The red fluorophore was imaged before fluorophores with 500 lower wavelengths to minimize photobleaching. Raw data images were processed using the 501 Zeiss ZEN software (black edition). 502
Channel alignment for SIM images. Fluorescent beads mounted on the coverslip that were 503 localized directly below the sample imaging area were set as lowest imaging plane and recorded 504 with the sample for each 3D z-stack. For alignment and SIM processing images containing 505 fluorescent markers were cropped out and used to align the channels in each recorded z-stack 506 via the Zeiss Zen software channel alignment tool. coordinates and local derivatives are a good estimation for the center and orientations of the 533 helix structure SYCP3 channel. Note that the orientation and center of the SYCP3 channel can 534 also be estimated with Sobel filters, if the SYCE3 channel cannot be evaluated ('1 channel' 535 mode). To receive the areas of maximum distance, i.e. the areas where the SYCP3 helix 536 structure is in plane, a floodfill algorithm and a distance transform 8 , with a subsequent 537 thresholding to 40 % of the maximum value, were applied. Using a logical and operation on the 538 line coordinates and the thresholded distance transform image resulted in the desired source 539 coordinates and directions for further evaluation. Line profiles were then constructed originating 540 at the source coordinates perpendicular to the c-splines derivative or respectively in Sobel 541 gradient direction at the edge points of the SYCP3 channel. The line profiles were post aligned 542 at the center of the two global maxima. Average profiles were returned for each line and for the 543 whole image. 544
Protein distribution of SYCE3 and SYCP1N. To determine the distribution of SYCE3, areas of 545 the SYCE3 signal were manually chosen from regions where SYCP3 strands showed a helix 546 crossing. These regions can be regarded as frontal views of the SYCE3 and SYCP1N proteins 547 and were used for cross-sectional profiling (Fig 4) . 548
Expansion factor determination. The expansion factor was determined by dividing the distances 549 of the two SYCP3 strands measured from expanded SIM and unexpanded dSTORM 550 measurements. Here, strand distances of unexpanded SCs visualized by dSTORM were 551 determined using the `Line Profiler` with Sobel filter settings for '1 channel' analysis as described 552 above and shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 . Although the analysis of expanded MAP-SIM and 553 U-ExM SIM data are possible using the SYCE3 channel to determine SC orientation, for reasons 554 of comparability the expanded strand distance values were determined in the same '1-channel 555 mode' Line Profiler settings as for unexpanded dSTORM analysis. Note that the '2-channel 556 mode' also includes areas which are closer to the SYCP3 strand crossings in comparison to the 557 '1-channel mode' (compare Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2) . The expansion 558 factor was then calculated by dividing the resulting mean values of expanded SYCP3 distances 559 with the distance mean value of unexpanded dSTORM data. 
